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Abstract

Plans have been formulated for chemical propulsion tcchaiology
programs to meet the needs of advanced space transportation

systems during the two decades front 1980 to the year 2000. The
many possible vehicle applications have been reviewed and
cataloged to Isolate lire common threads of primary propulsion
technology that will satisfy near term requirements in the first
decade and at tire same time establish the technology groundwork
for various potential far tern applications in the second decade.
Two thrust classes of primary propulsion engines are apparenU (1)
5,000 to 30,000 pounds thrust for upper stages and space
maneuvering; and (2) large booster engines of over 250,000

pounds thrust. Six major classes of propulsion systems and the
Important subdivisions of each class have been identified. The
relative importance of each class is discussed in tends of the
number of potential applications, lire likelihood of that uppllcaton
materializing, and tine critiwhty or lire technology needed.
Specific technology programs t yre described and scheduled to
fulfill the anticipated primary propulsion technology requirements
of the period,

Introduction

During the decade of the 1980's most of the NASA and DOD
space transportation requirements will be provided by the Space
Shuttle, which is now under development. The Space Shuttle
vehicle system, shown fit 	 I, includes the Orbiter vehicle, all
external hydrogen-oxygen lank (M. and dual solid rocket

booster (SRB) motors. An additional part of this space
transportation system (STS) is an upper stage that will be
transported to low earth orbit In the Shuttle cargo bay and used to
propel payloads to higher orbits or to escape velocity, Initially,

[his requirement will be met by a modified existing stage, such its
Transmge, Centaur, Agena, or Delta, called the Interim Upper
Stage (IUS). Later, a full capability, reusable Space Tug will be
developed, which will be operational after 1984.

-file principal 'incentive for development of the Spare Shuttle
system is reduction of launch vehicle cost through re-use of major
portions of the launch vehicle. The Orbiter vehicle, the SRB cases,
and eventually the Space Tug will be re-used from 50 to 100
missions. Reusability of the Shuttle system will reduce the launch
vehicle portion or payload costs from the present level of $800 to
51000 per pound of payload m low earth orbit to approximately
$150 to 5200 per pound. Also, when the full capability Tug is
developed the Shuttle system will provide new capabilities such us
spacecraft retrieval front orbit, on-orbit servicing of
spacecraft, and frequent ferry missions to a manned orbiting space
station.

Since the present baseline STS is well Into the development
phase, it is timely to examine modifications to the propulsion
system that have potential for Improving the present system fit
areas, such as operating cost, payload capability, operational
Oezib'ility, and environmental impact. In the latter half of the
decade front 	 to 1990, a number of Shuttle "growth"

improvements incrit consideration, Metalling, for exalople:
clanging of Orbiter subsystems, such as the Orbit Maneuvering
System (0105); replacement or Improvement of tine SRO's;; or
upra ing of the Space Shuttle Ediall fiogu a (SS1fE1. ALL
alternatives to the present baseline cryogenic Tug. or improverrimb
to the Tug or IUS may be considered. Beyond 1990, new Space
Transpora l ion Systems are being studied, such as;
singYe•singe•m-orbit (SSTO) shuttles using mixed mode propulsion
systems(' I, fully reusable Iwo-serge-to•orbit ME 0) vehicles, and
a variety of other vehicle types.

Slu ^dv Guidelines

The primary propulsion technology needed for the advanced
STS of the 1980-2000 time period was evaluated with ale
objective of idenifying propulsion technology needs and evolving
a comprehensive technology plan to meet those needs. Various
vehicle applications werestudied that appeared likely to occur in
the two decades, which were referred to as: (1) lire near taro
(19861990) period, and ("_) the fitr term (0990-2000) period 'I he
program was, therefore, designed to provide a Row or evolution at
technology from the presently definable hear tern applications to
more advanced lar term applications. Shady of the propulsion
systems needed for these applications quickly revealed a natutal
division into two engine thrust classes, as shown in figure 2: (I)
Space engines Of approximately 5,000 to 30,000 pounds Ohmsl
Having general application to upper stages, space maneuvering
systems, or lunar surface vehicles; and (2) booster engines of
generally greater limit 	 pounds thrust lhel provide the high
thrust levels needed for vehicle lift-off and propulsion to Bow earth
orbit.

Also shown In figure 2 ,ire examples of specific applications for
each engine thrust class in both the near term (1980 to 1990) and
Par tern (1990 to 2000) tittle periods. The near ternr applications
represent improvements to the present STS or existing expendable
launch vehicles and the far tern applications represent vehicles
that may replace or supplement the present STS or meet other
contemplated requirements.

Inlaying out this technology plan, no attempt was made to
compile an exhaustive list of Potential Vehicle types at
applications but rather to prepare a listing of typical upptiwloo,
having emphasis on various propulson system attributes such .
thrust level, performance. cost, storability, density„ etc. Also, tat,
attempt was made to emphasize or champion any purtiemar
vehicle application or propulsion system type. The objective was„
instead, to provide a propulsion technology p lan that will provide
efficient use of R&T runds through prudent selection or
technology programs having built foreseeable near term and

potential far term applications, most significant payoff, and
greatest likelihood of use

*Chief, Rocket Systems Branch, NASA-Lewis Research Center,. member AIAA



Schedule

The Space Shuttle Is now being developed and will be In
Operational use beginning in 1980, as shown in figure 3. The IUS
will also be operational by 1980 and, according to present plans,
will be replaced by the Space Tub In 1984. Development of the
Tug is scheduled to start !it The present NASA stable of
expendable launch vehicles, including Atlas-Cent;urr,
Titan-Centaur, Thor-Della, and Scout, will be used into the early
to mid 1980's, after which they will gradually be phased out and
replacer) by the Shuttle. The exception to this Is Ilse Scot vehicle
which because ref its low cost will continue In be used for small
paylcuds. The various Shuttle "growth" options previously
mentioned could be brought Into operational use as early its 1986
through block changes to the vehicle system, which would require
that development of these options be 'Initiated by 1980 . 1981. To
meet these time schedules for near tort applications. the primary
propulsion technology work must be vigorously pursued during
the 1976 to 1981 time perfect. This will provide needed
technology in time for these early applications and lay the
groundwork for it and somewhat overlapping
technology program for the far tern applications during
1979. 1985. This schedule will provide the propulsion technology
for advanced STS vehicles fit to start development by about
1985 ht order that I t ey may be operational by abut 1990. Thcsc
schedules for Improved or new vehicles are not necessarily
advocated, but are presented only to enumerate the possibilities
and to show the scheduling of advanced technology needed if
these options are to be exercised.

Applications

5.000 to 30.000 pounds Thrust — Near Term

I_UUS_ —The Interior Upper Stage will be a modified existing
upper stage, such as Delta, Agena, Contour, Transtage, or Burner
11, as shown fit 4. These stases have been studied extensively
as either expandable(2) or reusable stages and one (or poulbly
two) will be selected by late 1975. Tile IUS is conceived as a low
cost approach to providing the needed upper stage for Ilse Space
Shuttle by 1980, rather than developing 'a new stage at the same
time as the Shuttle is being developed. Because of the emphasis on
low cost and limited operational time permit, it is not likely thin
the IUS, as now envisioned, will have need for much advanced
technology. However, because of the unknowns regarding the
projected mission model, the vagaries of NASA budgets and
funding priorities, and the questions residing the value of
payload retrieval and stage re-use, it is possible that the IUS use
period may be extended and that performance improvements and
advanced technology infusion may therefore be considered. For
example, if a modified Centaur stage, as shown in figure 5, were
selected as the IUS, one approach to improving it would be to
replace the RLIO engines whit it new higher performance engine.
Then, at a later tithe, when the cryogenic Space Tug is developed
it could use the sane new engine. This approach would spread the
total Tug development cost (including the new engine) over a
greater number of fiscal years and would be in acceptable
approach if payload retrieval (which the IUS will not provide)
were not actually needed by 1984 (as is now planned fit
mission model), and If the payload capability of tlm uprated IUS
were adequate.

Space Tug — The present baseline Tug vehicle, shown in figure 6,
is a high performance, cryogenic reusable stage that uses a
modified RLIO engine(a). Other Tug vehicle concepts are also
being studied. including higher performance cryogenic systems,
plug nozzle engines, multi-staged solid rocket motor systems, and
high bulk density liquid propellant systems, such as

);a Oa — andac fuel, LOX-amine fuco ,l ) or LOX-hydrocarbon fuel.
All of these approaches have certain advantages and the final
selection will depend upon the relative emphasis given to various
designconsiderations, such as payload capability, cost, stage
length, reusability, payload retrieval, and operational
considerations.

If the presently baselhned hydrogem-oxygen propellants are
retained for the Space Tug, higher performance may be uehtaCd
by the use of more advanced engine systems, such as the staged
combustion cycle Advanced Space Lngme (ASL)( 5 ) or tine
ucrospike englnot 6), Extensive efforts have been fit for
several years to develop the mchnOlogy for these engines In older
to make (hem viable options for the Tug. Both of these advanced
engines can provide higher payload capability and reduced engine
length compared to line RLIO category 118 engine. The higher
development cost for one of these advanced engines would
eventually be defrayed by it reduction in the number of Shuttle
Ilights needed to perfomh the mission model and savings In
payload development costs resulti ng from Increased payload
margin.

Shuttle OML —The Space Shuttle has two Onail Maneuvering
Enghnes (Ohl E), arousal at two separate removable pods on the aft
end of tit,, fuselage, which arc used for attaining orbit,
maneuvering fit and de-orbit. The OML is a 0000-pound
thrust, pressure-fed engine that burns Na Oa-MMll propellants. A
number of approaches may be considered for improving this
system, such its substituting a higher performance pump-fed engine
mud propellant foot] system or use of different propellants that are
lower fit or higher ht performance. possible candidates are
N2 04 -hydrazine, LOX-hydrocarbons, or LOX-liquid hydrogen.
The system using LOX with an intermediate density hydrocarbon
fool provides high bulk density, improved specific impulse, and
reduced propellou cost. However, It would require development
of long duration. low pressure LOX storage systems that would fit
within the present pods. The oxygen• hydrogen system, because of
its low bulk dcroily and hydrogen storage problems; would require
more extensive changes to the Shuttle Orbiter vehicle, but would
provide a high performance system burning clean, non-corrosive
propellants that arc ideal for at reusable system.

Exnvnduble Upper Stages — The present NASA family of
expendable vehicles includes the Atlas-Centaur, Titan-Centaur,
Thor-Delta, and Scout. Since these vehicles will be fit until the
nud-1980's, it is reasonable to investigate various methods for
improving or filtrating them provided the changes are relatively
low in cost and provide significant advantages. Also, in studies
being made of mission requirements in the 1990's( 7 ), these
expendable launch vehicles in modified form are being included In
the study as part of the overall vehicle mix that may provide
lowest total cost, which, of course, is dependent upon the mission
model of the 1990's. The upper stages used on these vehicles are
the same ones being considered for the IUS and, therefore, thr
same advanced propulsion technologies apply for the most part to
both the IUS and upmted versions of these expendable stages.

For example,. If it high performance staged combustion cycle
ASE of 15.000 pounds thrust were developed and used on the
(Centuud IUS and later the Space Tug, it could also be used to
uprate the Centaur stage for Atlas-Centaur and TitunLentaur
missions. On Atlas-Centaur missions, such as Intelsat and
FLTSATCOM, the Commit stage is employed to place the
spacecraft into a highly elliptic transfer orbit. The payload
exchange factor for such missions is plus 28 pounds of payload per
second increase in specific impulse(e). Use of two ASL's to replace
the present RLIOA-3-3 engines on Centaur would provide an
increase 'in specific impulse of 25 seconds and tit within the same



approximate physical envelope. The resulting increase lit
of 7o0 Pounds would Increase Intelsat IVA payload by 225v and
FLTSATCOAI payload by 18%. This payload Increase could
provide; additional communications capability; Increased life and
reliability through added redundancy and greater altitude control
propellant weight; or reduced cost through use or lower
technology (heavier) equipment and heavier, standardized
components.

5.000 to 30,000 Pounds T rust -- par Tenn

Advanced Space °I'ut—Assuming that the Tug becomes
operational lit ndd-80's, as presently planned, It is reasonable
to consider methods for upmting or innprovfngit by 1990 or soon
thereafter its the mission model of the 1990's becomes clearer.
Such improvements are difficult to define at present because
several different concepts ere still being considered for the Tug.
Such improvements could take the fomn of high performance
hydrogen -oxygen systems, high density propellant systems, use of
fluorinated oxidizers, or use of mixed made propulsion. If the
present baseline cryogenic tug tlasign is developed, it logical
method of uprating would be by replacement of file modified
RLIO engine with a higher perfonnancc staged combustion cycle
engine (ASE) or acrospike (plug nozzle) engine as previously
mentioned for fine IUS.

Another promising concept for an advanced tug is the use of
mixed mode propulsion( v ). ht this approach, shown lit 7,
first LOX-RJ-5 and then LOX-LIIr propellants would be burned
fit It a single, slaged-combust'ion, dual fuel engine. Thu
payload capability for this design would be comparable to the
baseline cryogenic Tug but the payload volume available would be
Increased by up to 34%. ht a atone recent study or infixed anode
propulsion for rib{ 16), even more advantageous stage designs were
achieved using LOX/MMII/liz propellants with it 	 fuel engine.

Payload volume will become increasinglyimportant for Shuttle
missions of the late 1980's and beyond and will increase file
emphasis upon compact, short length Tug designs. Compilation of
data front 1973 Shuttle Cargo Mantras( Data(10) table shows
that the average planted cargo length is 51.? feet, or over 8511'* of
the available length. (based an use or 35 foot Icuglb Space'rug),
whereas the average cargo load factor is about 69i, or 44,600

pounds or payload. Thus, a superficial study of the Shuttle cargo
situation indicates more margin exists for payload weight growth
that for payload length growth. Consequently, short length (but
high performance) Tug designs should be of considerable interest
in the future. Also, any future uprating of Tug payload capability
will be constrained by the cargo bay volume [initiation, again
placing importance upon shorter length Tug designs.

Orbit Transfer Vehicle — In long range planning studies of
potential missions fit 1985. 1995 time period(M, .lit  Orbit
Transfer Vehicle (OTV) is prominanlly ntenlioned as a key
element of the overall space transportation system. 7hc OTV is
larger then the lug but would be used for similar missions, for
example, to move payloads Pram low oath orbit to
gcosynchronous orbit, to 8aansporl spacc.rtt to the vicinity of
the moon, or to propel spaccerxrt to escape velocity. Vehicles or
various sizes, from approximately 100,000to 500,000 pounds
total weight, are acing studied and both Lbr/Llir and high
density propellants, such as LOr (MhIH, are being considered. This
application calls Par an advanced engine in the range from 2U.000
to 40,000 pounds thrust having compact size ( high chamber
pressure), high specific impulse, lank head ullagmg and start, and
long life with no limit on restarts. Luther conventfonul bell nozzle
or plug nozzle engines could be employed singly or in clustered
arrangements, one example of which is illustrated in figure S.

Lunar Surface Vehicle — fin Ilia studies of future mission
requirements([ 11, lunar exploitation missions are also being
evaluated. These missions would require advanced vehicles for
landing and taking ofr front the lunar surface. Some of file
concepts under study, as shown ht figure 9, are sized to be Shuttle
payload buy compatible and could be modified 'arms or the OTV
mentioned above. Various sizes, staging configurations, laid
propellants are applicable, Including LOr/Llir and high bulk
density propellants, such as LOrgMMI1 or LO;/RJ-5. This
application also requires all high pertbrnance engine
having the characteristics mentioned above 1'or Ilse OTV with the
additional feature of throttling for the landing stage.

Orbit We.t;,verinjl Systems — Future advanced slhufilelype
vehicles, which may be single-slage-to-orbit designs, will require
o n°board propulsion. like ilia OME, for supplying the fund
AV to reach orbital velocity, maneuvering and rendezvous with
payloads fit unit de-orbit propulsion, Sueb systems generally
do not have ilia sane degree of emphasis upon high performance
as file Tug or O7V and, consequently, it pressure-fed or moderate
pressure pump-fed engine may bat adequate. However, the design
requirements of the specific application will dictate the choice of
propulsion system, Technology generated for the Tug and OTV
will be applicable for advanced OMS although (he films[ level
needed for orbit maneuvering is generally lower, c,g.a
5,000. 10,000 pounds thrust perenghne.

Over 2508 Thrust — Near Tenn

SSMC improvement —The Space Shuttle Alain Engine (SSME),
shawa fit 10, Is a 470 ,000 pound vacuum thrust, staged
combustion cycle hydrogen-oxygen engine that operates at a
chamber pressure or 2970 pskc Three SSME's are mounted in the
Orbiter vehicle and burn continuously treat to near orbital
velocity, delivering high specific impulse that varies from 363
seconds ut take-off to 455 seconds 'in vacuum.

Because the engine must operate over widely varying back
pressures, the nozzle expansion area ratio of 77:1 was selected as a
compromise. A lower area ratio would give better perfonnancc at
sea level !and a larger area ratio would provide higher pertbnnance
at space vacuum conditions. Therefore, the overall engine
performance could be substantially improved by a variable area
ratio or two-position nozzle ilia( could be changed to more nearly
match the nozzle area ratio to the optimum value as pressure ratio
changes during the flight. Engine performance could also be

improved by the use of an alttude compensating (plug, nozzle or
by increasing the engine chamber pressure, which allows for u
higher expansion area ratio nozzle. Such performance
improvements will provide higher Sim ple payload capability,
which has the effect of reducing the average cost per pound of
payload ht orbYL assuming launch costs remain constant

If the chamber pressure of (he SSAIE were increased to 400n
psis, ror example, the nozzle area ratio could be 'increased to 97
within the present physical envelope, which would provide as
Increase in vacuum specific impulse lisp) Crain 455 to 460
seconds. Since the Shuttle payload is increased 1320 pounds per 1
second 'increase lit or the SSMC, this change would provide a
potential payload 'increase of about 6600 pounds or I (a of file
present payload capability. This added capability could also be
utilized to provide compensation for Shuttle weight growth,
longer stay times fit 	 or alleviation or Tug propulsion
requirements.

Shuttle SRB Improvement — As shown in Figure I, two
I fi_4nch alYmneter salYd rocket booster (SRO) moors are altacud
to tar- exlcmci fas t. of the Shuttle. The SRB's burn in parallei

..:..4C._ I I . - ,	 t—.	 ....Y, ..!^4,



with the main propulsion system (3 SSMI':"s), providing thrust
augmentation of about 5,000,000 pounds during the initial phase
of launch, up to a velocity of 4470 feet per second, After their
burr Is completed, Inc SRO's are released by pyrotechnic
separation devices and separate from the Ulf. The SRO's then
descend into the ocean by parachute and are recovered,
refurbished, and re-used.

The solid rocket boosters were selected for Iho Shuttle because
of their simplicity, reliability, and low development cost compared
to it booster. However, they have certain disadvantages,
Including high recurring cost and pollution of the atmosphere.'fhe
SlfB's presently constitute about ono-third of the Shuttle
recurring cost per flight, which Is primarily due to the high
propellant cost, predicted to be about S 1.004 1.25 per pound. The
present SRI propellant formulation is a mixture of ammonium
percldomle, aluminum, and ['IAN binder. Areduction of
propellant cost of about 10-155c could be achieved by substituting
IIT7O binder, a change that is now contemplated„ Another
problem related to tine solid propellant is contamination of the
upper atmosphere with IICI unit other products fit exhaust
which may cause ozone depletion or other air pollution problems.
To solve this problem, consideration Is being given to substituting
ammonium nitrate for ammonium perchlorale fit 	 propellant
mixture. Ilowever, this change would cause a reduction In Isp of
about 3 to 4 seconds and a concomitant reduction fit
payload of about 1400 to 1800 pounds. Also, the use of
ammonium nitrate is less desirable from the standpoint of safety
and case of handling.

Shuttle SI20 Replacement — Because of tine high recurring cost
and atmospheric contamination problems of the bull s, a roamer
of options have been considered for replacing them with liquid
propellant buoslers( 7 ). The options studied generally have the
goals of: (1) making maximum use of Shuttle hardware presently
being developed, i.e., using the Orbiter and external tank with
minimum modifications; (2) maintaining payload cap'ab'ility at the
present level of 65,000 pounds or increasing it; and (3) providing a
low development cost system which can provide it slgnirncant
reduction in Shuttle recurring cost. Some examples of the types of
vehicles being considered are shown !it 	 I L

Figure I I(a) shows it Shuttle growth concept in which the SRII's
have been replaced with dual strap-on liquid propellant booster
stages. Tile boasters burn LOX/RJ-5 propellants :tail require
development of an advanced high pressure LOX1RJ-5 engine of
1.8 million pounds thrust, The liquid boosters stage off like the
present SRI's unit are parachuted into the ocean, recovered,
re-furbished and re-used. All alternative recovery method is to fly
the boosters back as unmanned RPV's (remotely piloted vehicles)
and land them horizontally on land This approach eltimhnacs the
problems associated with ocean recovery and re v irbishment ofsadt
water exposed engines but introduces new problems and
considerably higher development cost of deployable wings, mfr
breathing propulsion, and RPV flyback equipment.

The concept shown in figure I I(b) replaces the SRO's with a
[teal sink flyback booster that has rive F-I engines burning
LOX/RP-I propellants. The booster uses S-IC propellant tanks
and has wings, tail, and air breathing propulsion for the flyback
portion of the mission. The existing Orbiter vehicle and shortened
external tank (I'T) are also utilized, The booster and Orbiter
operate fit burn mode rather than parallel burn like the
present Shuttle.

Figure I I(c) illustrates a third concept fit the present
Orbiter and IT are retained and the SRI's are replaced with a
flyback booster. The booster has'internal LOX and RI-5 tanks and

has three high performance LOXjRJ-5 engines of 1,77 million
pounds thrust each. This booster development represents the first
step of a two-step process to arrive at a fully reusable two-stage
Shuttle system with manned Ilyback booster. 1-lie second step Is
to develop a new Orbiter stage having the same external mold line
as the booster but with Internal hydrogen and oxygen links (thus
eliminating the IT) and four high pressure 11 2 .02 intones. The
concept shown fit figure I I(e) has a payload capability of 65,000
pounds with the booster stage propellants off-loaded. If fully
loaded, the payload capability Is increased to 140.0001bs. bill the
Orbiter cargo bay volume is probably Insufficient to accommodate
[his payload weight

Ixneuhrule Launch Vehicle Improvement Aspreviously
mentioned, the present stable of expendable launch vehicles is
stated to be phased out fit early-lo•mfd 1980's. However, If the
Shuttle program schedule slips or If its recurring cost per [light
increases significantly, some of these vehicles may continue to be
flown through the 1980's for certain types of missions- In this
event a variety of improvements may be considered to uprate
vehicle performance, reduce cost, or Improve operational
characteristics, These 'improvements may include, for example, use
of advanced high performance engines, substitution of Ing)t
density hydrocarbon fuel (RJ-5) fur l:eruscolc (RI") fuel, various
improvements to solid propellant molurs, or use of air
auginenlation to provide high specific impulse at vehicle lilt ofir
and during the early portion of the tight.

Over 250K Thrust — FarTerm

Single.Stage-lo-Orbit (SSTO) —In recent years the
single-stage-to-orbit shuttle concept has been studied
exlensively( 1 =,13) fn the search for future booster vehicles
capable or reducing rarlh-to-urbft transportation costs below
5100/potind.'file SSTO shuttle appears capable of ,,acting this
recurring cost goal through the efficiencies associated with use of i
fully reusable, single-stage vehicle as opposed to two or
two-add,-llah stage concepts, like the present Shuttle, Of [lie
many SSTO designs studied, the mixed mode concept of the type
shown in figure 12, appeals most promising. This particular vehicle
design employs eight high pressure staged combustion O21RJ-5
engines of 680K sea level thrust cacti and two dual fuel engines of
588K vacuum thrust each. The dual fuel e'ngmw( l ) is designed to
bum 0 3 1111 .5 propellants during the boost phase of flight and
swish to %/lip during the sustain mode, at which time all the
03 1111 .5 engines are shut off. llie dual fuel engine is not essential
to make the mixed mode SSTO a viable concept, bill improves it
by reducing total engine weight and vehicle boattail area required.
Separate 0 2 111 2 and 03 /113-5 engines have been employed lot
either series burro or parallel bunt arrangements in other SSTO
designs, because of the high AV required of the single stage
shuttle, a very efficient propulsion system employing advanced
high performance engines is necessary. For tic O 3 /RJ-5 boost
phase, high pressure staged combustion cycle engines, such a-
shown in figure 13, are needed, Alternative arrangements have also
been sunied( 14 ) utilizing linear throat/plug muzzle or linear plug
cluster nuzzle concepts, shown in figure 14, These designs have the
advantage of better utilization of boatlail area, improved
structural efficiencies associated with thrust takc6ul from the
engines to the vehicle, unit better sea level Isp resulting from the
use of attitude compensating nozzles.

Two-Stage-To-Orbit (TSTO) — A variety of fully reusable
two-stage-to-orlih shuttle vehicle concepts were evaluated in the
Space Shuttle Plasc R studies. This icMcic concept sus the
advantage of lower recurring cost than the p•esenl baseline Space
Shuttle (figure 1). For example, the TSTO v,.Ncle shown in figure
15 is predicted to have a recurring launch cost of S16 per pound
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of payload fn low earth orbit. This vehicle is the second phase of
the vehicle development described above, the first phase of which
1, shown in figure I Ile). The complete 7"STO consists of two
manned stages having the same external mold line that are
mounted belly-lo-belly for launch. All tanks are internal and no
hardware is expended an each ]light. The orbiter stage has four
high pressure I1r10 3 engines of 380K sea level thrust each.

Many other'I'STO concepts have been proposed to meet the
mission requirements of the 1990's including both vertical mkeofL
horizontal landing vehicles (VI'OIIL) and horizontal lakeoff,
horizontal landing (IITOIIL) vehicles. The VI"OIIL Lomccpts are
generally all rocket propelled; the MUHL concepts ulifiize
composite engines in the first stage that cmnbine air breathing
propulsion and rockets within a single engine. Composite engine
concepts will be desvr"bed fit greater detail fit following section,
The UTOIIL concepts, an example or which is shown in figure 16,
provide low recurringcost and generally lend to have lower GLOW
and higher dry weight than comparable all-rocket powered
VTOIIL designs.

Assisted Takeoff Concepts-- Special cases of the55'1'O concept
are being studied for the far Icon period that utilize takeoff assist
propulsion for the purpose of reducing the sire, weight, and cost
of tine orbiter stage. Some examples of Ilicse assisted IITOIiL
concepts include sled launched, in-flight rel"ueled, or air luunchad
designs. From the standpoint of propulsion technology these
concepts introduce no additional requirements for [lie far terns
period not covered by the SSTO or TSTO except the possible need
for moderatesized solid rocket motors. Other special requirements
such as rapid in-flight propellant transfer from 'a tanker aircraft to
the orbiter stage are also Introduced.

I leavy Lift Vehicles—'I'o meet many of' the projected mission
needs of the 1990'x( I I) and to provide greatly reduced numbers
of Shuttle flights for other missions, heavy Ilft vehicles are needed.
These vehicles are postulated to have payload capability to low
earth orbit in the range front to 400,000 pounds. For
payloads of this magnitude, it is essential that vehicle launch costs
be minimized and typically launch costs of S25-S501pound of
payload are predicted. This level of cost call be achieved only
through reusability of the majority of booster hardware.

Figure 17 illustrates three typical examples of the many possible
vehicle types that have been pustulated . Figure 17(a) shows a
vehicle derived from Shuttle hardware that is capable of
transporting 170,000 pounds to low earth orbit. It utilizes the
Shuttle external lank and SRB's with three SSML's mounted on
the aft end of a payload capsule. The SRB's would be recovered fn
the same manner as for [lie present Shuttle and tine ET would be
expended. The SSME's and the Instrument Unit (IU) would be
recovered Pram orbit by the Space Shuttle for re-u.w. The vehicle
shown fit 17(b) is designed to place 400,000 pounds in orbit
and also makes use of Shuttle-derived components. It has a core
Ht/0r stage with six SSME's, and four SRB strap-oils " Again, the
Stiff's would be recovered in the same manner as I'or the present
Shuttle, the IU would be picked up in orbit by Ilia Shuttle and
returned for re-use, and the SSME's would be dc-orbited in a
capsule and recovered by paraghder or parachute. The 11:103
tankage would be expended. The third vehicle- shown in figure
17(c), is also designed for 400,000 pound payload capability but
utilizes mare advanced technology than ilia other two- It is a
2-stage series-burn VTOVL (vertical takeoff, vertical loading)
design having a central 1-1e /03 stage with a large split combustor
aerospike engine and six LOX/R.1-5 strap-on boosters with
advanced, high pressure engines. The six LOXIRJ-S boasters
stage-off at 3000.3500 ft/sec velocity and arc recovered like the
Shuttle SRB's. This recovery mode for the liquid boosters assumes

a weight penally lot Ilia tanks and engines and
scaling them for water Impact, The cure stage is designed for
ballistic re-entry and vertical landing using Ole 11,10, aerospike
engine for thrust tinting the landing maneuver,

lixpendublc Launch Vehicle ImnravemenI — Farr file reasons
it] red previously Under the E1r250KThrust—Near Term
category, it is possible that some expendable launch vehicles tucay
continue to be used in the 1990's. If this occurs, the advanced
technology developed during the next felt years may be applied to
uprate and improve Mesa vehicles.

]'repulsion System Classification

A set of propulsion system classifications was devised bused on
the vehicle applications described above for the clear tern and far
tern time periods and ]lee two classes of engine thrust level. Thes;a
classifications, listed fit 18, are divided according to the lite]
density (high density vs hydrogen) and state of webrdogy
development (itbuh pressure vs low pressure) for liquid bipropellant
engines, with solids and composites (rockellair breathers) fit
separate classifications. Loch class is divided into two or three
subdivisions and the vehicle applications for each subdivision um
shown for the near lean and far tern pcituds and for the two
engine thrust levels. This chart is Intended only to show possible
applications and dues not advocalc any particular ore. The
clnraetethrics ol'eeclt classification are explained below„

high performance, iligh Density Systems — These systems
employ advanced high pressure, monp-fed engines designed to
deliver high specific mipuulse and have compact size and high
thnsldo-lo ratiio. The types of propellants arc characterized
by high detYily fuels, such as the hydrocarbon or amine families,
with oxfdize°s, such as liquid oxygen, liquid fluarfne or FLUX
mixtures, nitrogen w1rox'ide, or various acids. The types of engines
are divided according to nuzzle type and htoludca (1) bell (Oelaval)
nozzle; and (2) plug nozzle, which includes aerospike, plug cluster
arrangements, and unconventional annular throat or linear nozzle
concepts.. The gather 30K bell nuzzle engines have applicalVon In
the near Icon for Space Tug and Shuttle OAIE improvements. The
large thrust crones have application to the SRB replacement
concepts and to expendable hunch vehicle improvement. In the
fur term ilia bell nozzle engines have application Virtually ncroxs
Ilse board for built large and small thrust requirements partly
because these vehicles are not well defined at present and the
relative value of high propellent density is unclear The under 30K
thrust plug nozzle engines are applicable fns near tern to the Space
Tug where the Shuffle payload buy volume constraint places a
premium on short engine length. The large thrust plug nozzle
engines are applicable to some of the SRI] replacement concepts.
In the I'ar term, plug nozzle engines are applicable to a number of
aim and small thrust applications, particularly where the

advantages of altitude compensation, short length, and integration
with the vehicle design are Important. Fluorinated oxidiz.«
(Fluorine, FLUX, OF, etc-) are listed separately because th
introduce a special set of technology problems that tend to inn
their use to special applications. These problems include sul'cty,
atmospheric contamination, toxicity, high cost, and handling and
storage. For under 30K thrust engines fit near tern,
fluorinated oxidizers are applicable to uprstfng the ]US or
expedablc launch vehicles- In ilia far term for under 30K thrust
engines, use most likely application for fluorinated oxidizers is an
advanced tug vehicle. No applications are shown for Iluorinaled
oxidizers in large (booster) engines far either near or f&r term
because or the atmospheric contamination and cost problems,.

Ifigh Perrannance Hydrogen Fueled Systems--These systems
employ liquid hydrogen lucled engines that operate at high



chamber pressure and high mixture ratio. The design emphasis is
on high stage performance, high delivered specific Impulse,
compact engine size, and high thrinOweight ratio. The oxidizers
Include liquid oxygen, liquid fluorine. FLUX, and oxygen
dilluorlde. Subdivisions include bell nozzle and plug nozzle engine
types, as described above, and fluorinated oxlmzers its a separate
category.

The under 30K lbmst 11, fueled bell nozzle etghnes have many
applications In both toe near and far term periods. The large thmst
bell nozzle engines In the near term have one application — the
uprared SSh1E for Shuttle, but to the Jar term have several
potential applications. The under 30K plug nozzle engines In the
near tern have application to the ]US and Tug where the
advantage of short engine length is important, For large thrust fis
fueled plug nozzle engines the only application In the near future
is for some of the St20 replacement options, fit Ihr tern tire
plug nozzle engines have many potential applications In both
thrust level Classes. Fluorinated oxidizer& have application only for
the ender ,OK thrust class fit 	 near or far tern] for the &title
reasons stated above,

High performance Dual Fueled Systems — These systems include
the features and propellants of Classes 1 and 11, but make use of
dual fuel engines(1) Tire dual fuel engine is designed to operate on
high density propellants during tile boost phase of flight and ooh
hydrogen fuel during the sustain phase. Tine original concept
proposed by Rud'i Relchel( I ), shown lit 19, was designed to
burn first LOXIM-5 and than LOX/LII, and is oxygen cooled. It
Is a high chamber pressure, staged combustion, bell nozzle engine.
Other potential dual file[ engine co rigurations include fool or
auxiliary fluid cooling and plus nozzle designs employing a split
combustor. The dual fuel engine is implicitly part of a mixed
mod] propulsion system (sec figure 7). Such systems have
potential application in the near term only fur under 30K engines
of bell or plug nozzle design for in Space Tug where the mixed
mode concept call provide short stage length. lit file far teen dual
fuel engines with either bell or plug nozzle are applicable to the
Space Tug or OTV for small thrust and to the SSTO or assisted
SSTO for large thrust.

Low Development Cost, liigh Density Purled Systems —These
systems are characterized generally by low cost and low to
moderate operating pressures. The propellants are the snore as
Class I. 'there are two distinct subdivisions in this class: (1)
moderate pressure, pump-fed systems; and (2) pressure-fed
systems. The former are characterized by the present
slate-or-the-arl in operational, pump-fed engines, such as the
Agena MR-BA-9), Athos Booster and Sustainer, F-I, etc., watch
have chamber pressures generally less than 1000 psia and utilize
gas generator turbopump drive cycles. Selection of such engines
for future applications will be made primarily oil basis of cost
rather than perforance. The pressure-red systems typically have
engine chamber pressures below 200 psia and lank pressures below
500 pill.

Moderate pressure, pump-red engines have potential applications
generally across the board for both thrust classes and both near
and far term. Pressure-fed engines have applications where low
cost, reliability, raggedness, and simplicity are predominant
factors in the selection of a propulsion system compared to high
specific Impulse and light weight, [it near term, pressure-fed
engines of under 30K. thrust are applicable to the Shute OMB
and for over 250K thrust to certain SRO replacement options that
propose use of strap-on liquid pressure-fed boosters, In the fur

term, pressure-fed engine of less than 30K size could be employed
oil OTV, orbit maneuvering systems on future shuttle vehicles„
or lunar landing vehicles. Large thrust pressure-fed engines are

applieablc to TSTO vehtices In the for lent or heavy lift vehicles.

Comnosilo (Rocle Air Itreuthin)  Systems —Composite
CIIgYnC&( O S) cannbYne the 1'catures of an all rocket propulsion
system (burning only propellant stored ue board the vehicle) and
an air breathing engine, which oblalns its oxidizer front Ilse
atmosphere Units fuel from on-board stumge. The basic types of
composite engines are shown lie figure 20. This class is divided Into
two subdivisions oil basis of engine complexity. Tile first
subdivision, shown in figure 20(a), Is the air augmented or ducted
rocket, Which consists or a rocket enclosed within a duct. The
rocket acts as air ejector puns to ingest air which Increases the net
thmst and speculic impulse of the engine.. `file other types or
composite cnsbnes^ show[] to figures 20(b), (c), and (d), are all
Ionic complex, heavier, and Involve either secondary propellant
combustion, or totaling machinery, or boll. These types, the
ejector ramjet, air turborocke6 and LACK, and many
combinations and variations thereof, are [metalled In fill. second
subdivision. They all need considerable icc]nalogy work prior to
development.

Composite enguic, are only appihcabic to the booster veblclq
applications requiring large thrust engines, since these Would be
operated in the atmosphere. In the rnear term only air

augmentation is a viable candidate composite engine, since the
other subdivision of this class of engines will require more time to
develop. Air augmentation could be used to improve the Shuttle
SRII performance or for uprating of expendable launch vehicles.
The more complex composite engines, such as ramjets,
turborocketsa LACE, cu;,, have application in the far terse to
TSTO or possibly assisted takeoff SST'O vehicles.

Solid Rockers — Solid rocket systems are dearly a separate and
distinct class of propulsion systems. The technology for solids is
well advanced and they have wide application for both large and
smell systems lot the near teen. Solids are employed for the Burner
It stage that is being considered for a kick stage for [US ur Tug
and fur the Scout vehicle. lit 	 large thmsl class, applications

include the Shuttle Stiff improvement and Impro vement of the
solids used on expendable launch vehicles, such as Titan
III-Centaur and Thrust-Aul menled Thar (TAT).Delta. lit far
term for large thrust nulors, applications include the (solid
motor) assisted takeoff SSTO and some concepts of the heavy lift
vehicle.

Propulsion Technology Needs

In the preceding discussion, a set ol'six major propulsion system
classifications was presented and a preliminary study made of the
future vehicle applications that appear pocshble for cacti Tile
list of potential vehicle applications, although not exhaustive, is
nevertheless broad and undoubtedly includes space program
options that, because of budgot Itnttations, will never be
exercised. In planning propulsion technology programs to Ib
pursued in the next few years, it is therefore, essential to cons],
which vehicle options appear most likely to be developed, t
equal importance is consideration or which propulsion
technologies have broad application to a number of vehicle
options and are, therefore, more apt to be utilized.

A set of priority ratings was devised to assist in prioritzing the
need for propulsion 'system technology for the many vehicle
applications. Tile priority ratings are as follows:



Priority Patin)%

I. Very Important	 - Clear payoff; move out with
technology work.

2. important	 - Iliglapnayolf t:xpcctcd',iinuve
out with studies to clarify

3. Desirable	 - Payoff possible; uterus further
consideration

4. N/A	 - Not applicable

Pigure 21 shows the prionty ratings assigned for the six major
propulsion system classes and their subdivisions for the near tear
and far term periods for trader 30,000 pounds lhw-t „uu over
250,000 pounds thrust eugfncs.T here ratings reflect the need for
propulsion system technology In each category, the payoff
expected in terms of Improved vehicle perfmnnncc, the time
criticality of the technology as it item needing to be done
quickly to provide a vlable veh[ele or propulsion system choice,
and the relative uncertainty that the perceived i,yofrcan be or is
likely to be malized.The priority ratings also can be thought of as
inversely proportional to Investment risk, I.e., a low priority rating
(i.e., a 2 or 3) infers a higher risk flat the technology dollar
invested may not pay oil In ate development are useful system
that will be applied.

Based oil assigned priority ratings, a logic diagram, shown
in Figure 22, was devised„ which shows [lie approach fur planning
of technology work. This plan focuses oat near lent technology
needs on the premise that Ihese areas require an hnnedfate start to
meet near term needs and that the technology generated will also
have general application to par temp requirements. nor priority I
areas, a detailed propulsion technology program must be started In
PY 76 to nice[ the overall schedule of figure 3. Also,
vehicle/propulsion system studies should be Initiated to turther
clarify vchiclo requirements, compare alternative approaches for
various missions, and provide guidance as to selection of most
promising approaches. rur priority 2 areas, similar
vehicle/propulsion system %hiding should be initialed amt,
simultaneously. sonic technology work started that has ground
applicability or that requires long lead time to solve critical
technology problems. Within two years, those areas should be
reassessed, decisions made on oust promising applications, and
propulsion system options narrowed. At that [acne, a more find
detailed propulsion technology program can be planned. Fur
priority 3 areas, studies ire needed to delenmme feasibility and to
provide preliminary InformationLion upon which to base decisions on
rurther interest. Fallowing this, if' interest remains,
vehiefe(propulsion system studies should be performed and later
detailed technology work initialed.

Following are descriptions of recommended propulsion
technology programs for three areas , (A) high Density fueled
Systems; (B) High Perrornance Hydrogen fueled Systems;, and (C)
Solid Pocket Motors, Cecil program includes discussion of priority
I areas and long lead time priority 2 work following tire
description of Solid packet Slator work is a listing, tem(D), of
four priority 2 studies flair are recommended.

,(A) high Density" fueled Systems-The Jckdled propulsion
technology program for high density fueled systems is shown in
figure 23.This program is aimed principally at the priorty° I large
thrust class systems In Class I, Iifgh Perromatce Ilfgh Density
P;cled Systems, but also will provide considerable basic

technology applicable to lower films[ systems unit to Class IV,
Low Development Cost, IBgh Mostly Ncied Systems and Class
ill. Iligh Pertormance Dual hided Systems.. The program is
divided into 5 categories according to the tcehNeal disciplines or
engfue eenpomeats fnvohcJa each category is duatiss id below.

(1) [ It cilant Characteristics-`r lie candidate fuels are,
nnemben (it tile  airline family, such as hydnlzoic (N9114),
N,11,-UI)klll bhrmis, and niunaurcthyl hydrazine (MMID, with
nitrogen letroslde (N IO 4) or liquid oxygen (LOX) bs oxidizer;
and Ilhd hydroeutdmm faanify, such us IW-I. IU-S, and a numberof
Others with LOX as oxidizer. The selection of a particular
propellant a mbl allon front this gran(, will depend upon specific
system design chunfcertlsnes and [lie relative importance of
specific impulse, density, cost„ and operational claraderfstdcs.'r Ice
hydrocarbon family, a sample of which 1s shown In Table I,
Includes u large number of candidate fuels that after wide ranges
of density. Ira, and cost. A number of these candidate fuels appear
promising her Ibtare nusslo is In that, compared to W'-l„ they
offer higher I ll, and higher density. Studies arc net Jed to
characlerizc sonic of these file[%. obtain property data, examine
manufacturing processes, and evaluate relative advantages
compared to 10'-1/ LOXas it standard. If one of the more exotic
fuels, like IU-5 or If-COTdfiner, Is selected, a productionscale-up
will be needed to produce quantflies required for rocket engine
testing Also. basic licit transfer data from high pressure licalyd
little lest% will be needed as design infonmaton for rocket thrust
chambes.This will hndude data Om thermal decunipostian of the
fuel at elevated temperatures,

(Z T hruslChutahcrfCoubwslorTechnolopy - Data Is needed
an canting of rocks thrust chambers with high pressure
mipercrftical oxygen. Little data now exists oil heat
transfer cueUlefonls at pressures above 2000 Asia snit subenlical
tennpera[tires. lligh pressure combustion fundamentals,
performance„ and stability data must also be obtained and
supporting analysis perramted to obtain correlation between
prediction and exper menial results, Amer selection of the file] and
cooling method to be canplayed (fuel„ oxidizer, or auxiliary fluid)
for engines of specified size and operating conditions, complete
cooled thrust chambers will be demonstration tested to obtain
performance amd cooling dam.Thrnst chamber life tests will then
be made to evaluate thermal fatigue cyclic life for several hundred
cycles of operation The thrust chamber/combustor program will
be focused primarily nit bell nozzle engines bill may also be
expanded to fnelude acrospikeilmear engfacs as Interest dictates.

(3) Engine Systems -Studies arc planned of high
performance. high pressure eng is systems for high density
propellants to evaluate cooling limitations and lurboponp drive
cycles and provide parametric data on engine weight and
performance vs thrust ICYCL ' iThew, studies will Include both bell
nozzle and uerospikeflincar nozzle type engines. Lngme
preliminary designs for specific applications will be complei,
utter selection of couling method, fuel/oxidizer combbratioi. c
engine Operating conditions. This will pmv[de guidance tlou

fallowing wart: to "home in" oil Operating eunditions for
a selected application. Alulu is performance data will be obtained
with the tooled thrust clamber hardware rollowbrg dl'monslrallon
of eartaig and perfomtance In (2), Otiose..

(4) Turbmnachmcry-Tile principal technologies needed in
this area area development of high temperature turbine materials
to allow higher el(icfency and extraction or higiierspeciflc power
front the turbine working fluid; and development or long Ilse
bearings and seals capable of a minimum of 10 hours operating life
and several hundred starts. Evaluation will be made of ehemate
boost pomp drive methods, such as hydraulic turbine, not fns
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turbine, gear drive, and mul0•roller drive, the most promising
approach selected for a particular engine size for both litel and
oxidizer boost pumps, and experimental units testud.

(5) Vehicle Mass Ruction Improvement— lbr advanced STS
vehicles, reduction of dry weight Is very important. ho the
propulsion system, various components, such as links, propellant
lines, valves, ntadfulds, and thrts: chambers earl be Wade Ifghter
In weight by application of composite or fdlanment wound
structures. Mvanced lightweight rnoldubie composite materials
and use of graphite, boron, or Kevlur filament winding will be
Investigated.

(() Low/intermediate handier PressurrTechnology (priority
3 — In this category, technology work is needed oil lowpressure
Combustion perfomtance and stability for large pressirm-fed
engines. Also, investigation is needed of performance of existing
engines, such as Atlas and Thar engines, with higher density
hydrocarbon fuels which could replace RI1•1 and provide payload
improvements.

(B) 3jigh Performance Hydrogen Noted Systems —The detailed
propulsion technology program for the Class II High Performance
Hydrogen hurled Systems is shown lit 24. The program
includes the priority I technology for under 30K thrust bell and
plug nozzle engines and priority 2 technology for over 250K
thrust bell and plug nozzle atgines.`he technology also is
applicable to the Class III under 30K thrust until fuel engines in
Inc near term !'line period.

(B Advanced Space Engine (ASD Teelinology — ho this area
welmohogy work has been lit under Lewis Ibsearch
Center sponsorship since 1972 to develop technology for a high
pressure, staged combustion cycle hydrogen-oxygen enginc(s)
suitable for Sparc Tug. Engine component technology work has
included Investigation of regenerative thrust chamber performance
and cooling, injector development, prebumer pert"onmance„
igniters, main fact and oxidizer lurbopunnps, boost pump drive,
chamber life at reduced pressure, and bearings and seals life. lit Ile
future, the program will be extended to provide evaluation of
turbopump lire with long-life beatings and seals installed and
demonstration of thrust chamber life at fill] operating pressure.
Much of this activity is designed to have general applicability to
advanced hydrogen-oxygen engines regardless of the nozzle (bell
or piuo or turbopump drive cycle (expander, gas generator, or
staged combustion]. It therefore provides propulsion system
technology suitable fora variety of advanced vehicles.

(7) Powerhead Breadboard Asscndbly° 1'BA Systems level
testing of the fowerhead of the staged combustion engine Is
essential to lay the groundwork for development of an engine of
this type. T lie PBAincludes the main regenerative thrust chamber,
main injector, prebumer, main fuel and oxidizer turbopumps, and
controls. Tests of Ibis engine system assembly are essential to
evaluate component interaction effects, determine control
requirements, and demonstrate successful system operation for
transient and steady tate conditions. M optional second phase of
this activity Is to add the engine boost pumps and their drive
system to the PBA to complete the engine system. This system
would also be tested tit tank head idle and pumped idle conditions.

(3) Plug Nozzle Engine T echnoloty •-T echnulogy is needed
for plug nozzle engines in the areas of aerospike thrust chamber
performance and stnelural integrity, aerospike segment life, plug
cluster nozzle performance, and breadboard engine demonstration.
Tests of a. full 25,000 pound thrust aerospike clamber will be
completed to obtain altitude specific impulse data and verify the
structural aspects of a lightweight design. Cyclic tests are needed

to deerniuc the thermal fatigue cyclic life of time lw"bui rsdoal
throat copper alloy segments of Ilse aerospike elmatnber.MThe
plug cluster nozzle arrangement (figure 14) offers attractive
advantages of short engine length and high performance through
altitude compensation (l iar booster cngtne.4 and full utilization of
vehicle base area for exhaust gas expansion. Evaluation is needed
of plug cluster nozzles for specific applications Involving clustering
around circular or Ibeur plug nozzles to determine perfumrance
losses associated with exhaust gas flow from many discrete throats
onto file plug Installed engfinc wclghtt caheulutians are needed to
allow comparison Willi alternate approaches. Breadboard enghie
tests are needed of the aerospike thrust chamber with the stain
fuel and oxidizer pumps to evaluate expander cycle operation,
investigate madfouding problems, and delerrune control
requircnctim

(4) 1'ronelldm C'hwacterdral Iron. I Priority _71 — Studies are
needed of the use of slush or triple point hydrogen and oxygen
propellants Ira advanced vehicles. This method can provide
increases In propellant density up to 15%b, which allows reducton
tit vehicle size and dry Wright. 41wrimentai work Is required to
evaluate production methods, handling, storage, transfer,
pumping, mod engine operation.

(5) Thrust Chamber/Culllbustor Technology, (Priproly
n —Cotlttnued advances In large hydrogen-oxygen bell nozzle
engine performance are achievable through increases lit
pressure and use of deployable nozzles. Experimental testing is
needed of extendible nozzles capable of being deployed during
engine operation and thus provide a nozzle expansion ratio ;note
closely number)  to the optimum area ratio for the prevailing
nozzle pressure ratio. winch varies front sea Bevel takeoff
conditions to space vacuom.'resting is also required to evaluate
perfomance anti thrust chamber cooling at higher chamber
pressures up to 4000 psta.

(p Solid Rocket Maims —The detailed propulsion technology
program lot Class VL Solid Rockets, Is shown in figure 25.1fhls
program encompasses work for balm large find small thrust molars
for the near term regaimaants.

(I) Propellant rechaolony — Improvements lit
propellent technology aft° ne'e'ded ill [lie am-as of propellant c'osL
ulnospleric pollution. anti perfommance. Propellant formulation
studies are needed to develop a new propellant with enhanced
energy content, mechanical properties, case bondabildty, and
combustion characteristics while maintaining acceptable Inazard
classification dot use in vehicles such as Space shuttle andT ug

(I Improved Components_— Various improvements to solid
rocket compon•nts are needed such its reduction of the cost and
weight, of the case and nozzle. Design, fabrication, and
hydrolesting of segments of a 1404nch diameter filament wound
fiberglass case are needed to verify application of this lechnolop,
to S 101 size cases. Subscale victor tests are needed to evaluate ht
cost nozzle materials and low cost chamber insulation material..
suutuble for the SRB nozzle and motor caw.To reduce case aid
nozzle Wright. high strength carbon ;materials should be evaluated
including invrsfigutdon of nanufucluhng methods using carbon
felunlents,

(3) Solid Motor System—Technology demonstration ds
needed of an oprmized high energy kick stage motor with T VC
and multiple burn capabilities rising Class'_ propellunls.T his effort
should Include analysts and trade-off studies leading to design,
fabrication, and testing of subscae and full scale noors.This
work is needed to provide a Class 2. Iagh performance, low cast
solid propulsion option for Shuttle;c:sstons.



(D) fecommended Priority 2 Sludles

(0 51111 Replacement Studs—This study would evaluate
various proposed vehicle concepts (see figure 11) that eliminate
the Shuttle S WI's In order to significantly reduce recurring cost
per launch, Thesc Include use of liquid strap-on boosters
recoverable by parachute or flown back as RPV's maned heat
sink flyback boosters, or other options that utilize all er pmt or
the present Shuttle hardware. The stud y woulr; provide
comparative data on vehicle GLOW and dry %eigh t, propulsion
system characteristics, propellant types and quantitlei required,

oprational constraints, recurring and non•recur.-mg cost
projections, and details or tecimotosy advancements required.

(2) SS1s1E Improvement Sludgy! — A study program to evaluate
upraling and/or improvements to the Space Shuttle Mull' Engine,
including, for example, investigation of higher chamber pressure
operation, engine dry weight reduction, and use of oc extendible
nozzle. The study would provide data oil perfurmance and
weight, and cycle balance data, such as temperatures, pressures,
flows, and turbopump speeds at key points throughout the engine
system. Preliminary designs would be completed on components
of the engine requiring modification unit details provided of life
predictions for cri0cal components.

(3) Shuttle 0 M Improvement Study — This program would
investigate flanges to the Space Shuttle Orbit Maneuvering
Propulsion System to reduce weight, reduce propellant cost,

reduce operational and handling problems and constraints,
Improve performance, and reduce turnaround time between

flights. The study would evaluate alternate propellants, c..g.,
LOX.hydrocarbon or LOX-undne fuel, and higher performance
pumpded engines using these propellants or tine N204-NINIII
propellants now basellned for theOME. Selection would be made
of the most favorable approaches for making improvements and
technology work planned to lay the groundwork for these
changes,

(4) Spacece Tu g Applications Stud —'['his study would
evaluate the requirements for the Spacer ug after lire [US dccisloo
has been made, taking into ac,:ount any revisions InT uu revsions
due to changes ht Shuttle capability, nn'ission model revisions, or
Tug development schedule revisions. The study would also
consider alternative design approaches, such as use of eryogenlc

propellants, earth storables, or hi^r performance high density
propellants, (LOX-hydr.sa rbon or LOX-anion tact) or a mixed
mode system with dual fuel engine. In the case of cryogenic

propellants, alternate engines would be considered at constant
conditions of engine thnnsl, operating capabilities, and mixture
ratio. The effect of tug length would be fully evaluated and
determination made of the value of short length and high

performance It,, reducing Shuttle flights and alteru 2M launch cost
per pound of payload through nmltlple-payload packaging.

SUMMARY

A plan has been presented for generation orprimary propulsion
technology to meet the projected needs of advanced space

transportation systems in the years from 1980 to 2000, which was
divided Into the near term (I 980's) and Par term (1990's) periods-

The propulsion systems for these applications were divided Into
two major thrust levelsc ( 0 5,000 to 30,000 pounds thrust and (21
over 250,000 pounds. The study considered only chemical rocket
propulsion, not nuclear or electric, and subdivided the applicable
propulsion systems into six classee, including liquid bi-propellants,
solids, and composite (rocket/air breatlimpf engines.

The propulsion technology plan is based upon the. following
assumptions:

(1) Chemical rocket propulsion wqI continue to be the
propulsion workhorse of llte space program throughout the
19804000 time period and will be utilized for most or NASA4
primary propulsion needs,

(2) No major breakthroughs in chentical propulsion
tcelutology are evident that are likely to be applied during this
time period. The technology efforts described an therefore

evolutionary Io nature.T lie slataor-the-art In cbcnsical propulsion
systems call be greatly Improved by an accumulation or small
Improvements, Realization of this fact provides justification fora
broadly based propulsion technology program, since not all gains

sought will prove to be attainable and since each incremenia9 gain.
by itself, may be difficult to justify, However, the additive effects
or, for example, operation at higher pressure, use or mixed mode
propulsion, Increased propellant density, and use of dual fuel
engines, can provide very significant payload gains or vehicle size
and weight reductions.

(3) Long lead dines are needed to develop new propulsion
technology, typically 5 . 10 years. An additional 5 . 10 years Is
needed for vehicle development. It is, therefore, essential to
Initiate work on advanced concepts at once in order to provide

Improved capability as early as 1985.

(4) Systems level testing is generally needed to provide an
adequate technology base so that advanced propulsion concepts

will be selected roe use oil a [light vehicle.
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TABLE I

HYDROCARBON FUEL CHARACTERISTICS
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Methane CM4 0.43 50.5 308.0 6

RP-1 C12H24 0.80 63.3 296.4 7

TH-OSmer 0101116 0.92 66.4 29010 21

'R3-5 0141118 1.08 70.19 293.0 >100

11-COT C16112O 1.13 71.29 292.0 >100

1-7
Octudiync CgH10 0.81 62.8 307.5 70

Bicycle-
Butane C4H6 0.75 61.1 313.9 >100

Acetylene C2112 0.62 55.1 325.0 35

NOTE 1:	 Stoichiumetric Mixture with LOX; Equilibrium Expansion from

1000/14.7 psia
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CLASS NPR RM FAR TERM
<3GK >250K <30K 250KNO. CLASS NAME SUBDIVISIONS

I. HIGH PERFORMANCE, HIGH BELL NOZZLE ENGINES 2 1 2 1
DENSITY FUELED SYSTEMS PLUG NOZZLE ENGINES 3 2 3 2

HIGH PERFORMANCE, HYDROGEN

FLUORINATED OXIDIZERS

BELL NOZZLE ENGINES

3

1

NIA

2

2

1

NIA

2II.
FUELED SYSTEMS PLUG NOZZLE ENGINES 1 2 1 2

FLUORINATED OXIDIZERS 3 NIA 2 NIA

2111. HIGH PERFORMANCE. DUAL- BELL NOZZLE ENGINES 3 NIA 3
FUELED SYSTEMS

LOW DEVELOPMENT COST,

PLUG NOZZLE ENGINES

LOW PRESSURE I< 1000 PS IA)

3

2

NIA

2

3

2

2

IV. 2
HIGH DENSITY FUELED SYSTEMS PUMP-FED ENGINES

COMPOSITE (ROCKETIAIR

PRESSURE-FED ENGINES

AIR AUGMENTATION

2

NIA

3

3

3

NIA

3

2V.
BREATHING) SYSTEMS ,MJETS, TURBOROCKETS, NIA NIA NIA 2

1 Af F	 atr
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